1. This session was useful to me.
2. This session will help me in my work with students.
3. This session will help me in my work with colleagues.
4. I would like to learn more about this topic.
5. The presenter kept me engaged.
6. Ideas and information were presented clearly.
7. I would attend another session given by this presenter.

8. What further comments or suggestions do you have for this presenter?

- Covers what I need to know (at this presentation).
- Donuts
- Excellent session!!
- Excellent session. Do it again real soon!
- Great! Thank You. Perfect level of detail given in starting introduction, and then left enough time to discuss examples.
- I appreciate the fact that I could stop in between appointments and still get great info.
- Provide handout during presentation.
- Thank you for this. I have to apply the information before I pose more questions. Thought provoking!